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Pickle Play was planned and developed as it leads healthy sports culture and increases fun and
immersion on sports game itself. It is a high-degree of rewarding app project that users can
predict at most 5 game results per day among basketball, volleyball, soccer, and baseball,
and receive prize if they got correct result.
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Pickle Play
Build your own travel notes,

Didian Photo is a special application designed to record your precious memories
on a mobile map. If you select photos taken from memorable spots, you can see a travel map
automatically created based on the location data without any needs of uploading.
Users can input information such as time, location, index on the travel path,
build their own travel map using edition tools, and share it as image file.t
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We developed RESORT reporting system to establish
DB plan and path of xls-to-DB(oracle), and also DB-to-Web(html 5).
As the program was designed for employees,
it provides optimized development consulting on overall projects.

System product planning
Soft 4 Soft

Project management app,
WizTeam
WizTeam is a useful schedule management app
that shows project schedule at a glance with a simple interface.
It provides various report including
project members' assigned time, importance, and history.
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JIVIDA

Real estate agency platform,
Jivida
Jivida links customers with real estate agents for smooth transaction.
Users can request and upload houses for sale, and they can request items
to brokers with simple search. They can receive notice of item information in real-time,
and brokers can immediately show their suitable items to the customers.



Between poetry and poetry
Time

Time is a poetry reading platform that reads
various poems in our daily life.

It provides qualtiy time for
poets and readers to grow up together.
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KlientManager is a managing program for restaurant reservations, whose users can
easily check reservation rate by using this easy-to-access website.
Clients can make reservations using mobile apps or tablets,
and the store can contact them in real-time.

KlientManager Art platform,
PaintingFarm

We developed a new service for Shallweart, a platform
you can share your drawings, named PaintingFarm. In PaintingFarm,

you can add and manage seller profiles, add galleries,
search and manage art products as well as its DB.



Interview, over interview,t
Sellev
Sellev stands for "Celebrity, Everyone!". It makes ordinary to special,
as you can see deep stories from people whenever and wherever you want.
It is a platform that contains 3-minute short interviews of all levels of society
including Boa, G-dragon, ZionT, and with Codecrain,
we developed funding platform based on this.
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RecordFarm
RecordFarm is a social audio platform that everyone can make their own musics,
upload, and sell.
It provides features not only like recording, uploading, streaming
 but also additional ones like albums, new-speed, like, comments.
In order to enhance profits and values for artist and it also provides purchasing
and calculating system to enable free sale of sound sources.
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BITE
BITE is a platform that literally gives you a small bite of various forms of readings.
Users can enjoy numerous areas and genre of readings at BITE.
BITE can request a short reading called 3-min novel to authors,
and you can earn 'readmedy' from verified famous authors.
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KSNET
MINTPAY is a official service of KSNET, one of the best purchase system service,
that is a credit card purchase request system for both enterprenuers and non-enterprenuers.
It provides face-to-face purchase, online PG, terminal/POS and Its UI/UX was planned to
reduce cumbersome steps for users and make them esay and fast.



A supermarket on my hand, is the fastested grocery delivery platform
that delivers items at most in 3 hours. Through 바르게온다 platform, you can order foods
by mobile at home without visiting markets. Also, as it contains a bar code recognitio
 technology, you can make purchasement only by scanning the bar code o
 purchased items at the store.
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바르게온다
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Blone
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Blone is a platform that controls many iot equipments with your smartphone.
Blone can control not only equipments from high technology company Black label, 
also any electronic equipments controlled by remote control.
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CARO
CARO is a integrated platform that manage everything about used cars.
It is a website for home and abroad used car dealers. It gurantees clear used car transactions
by using detailed car information unlike other websites. 
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CARTOOL
CARTOOL is a integrated platform that manage everything about used cars.
It integrates every documents, and work task for used car business into a single service.
Dealers can perform various tasks
from writing documents and communicating with customers.


